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Dear Client,

THE TEAM
VETS:

Autumn 2013
Lance Eastman, Jacqueline Eastman
& Geoff Neal
Fiona Hammond, Amber Corney.

Many of you will have heard that I smashed
myself up good and proper back in Novem- NURSES:
ber falling off my mountain bike. I must admit when I parted company with my bike
RECEPTIONISTS: Margaret Galbraith & Vanessa Harrison
my first reaction was that I was going to be
Debbie Officer
very sore at work the next day. Little did I ASSISTANT:
know that three months later I still would
PRACTICE HOURS
be off work.
Monday to Friday 8.00am to 7.00pm
The good news, depending on your perSaturday
8.30am to 2.00pm
spective, is that by the time you read this I
should be back at work.
8th Annual Pet Photo Competition
I would like to thank all of you who showed
WINNER
such genuine concern for my well being.
One thing I did learn from the experience is
just how amazing my team are. I always
worried the place would collapse without
my input, but the place ran like clockwork
without me which is very comforting.
Sadly, Natalie, one of our nurses, is joining
the exodus to Australia but we are very
lucky to secure the services of a lovely new
vet nurse called Amber.
Look forward to seeing you soon
Lance, Jacqueline, Geoff & the Team

Jonathan Peddie wins a years supply of ADVOCATE for
his cat Moses for this photo of Moses chilling out.
I am sure Moses will be pleased to be flea and worm free
for a whole year.

Cody Thompson out on the Kayak.
One of the many great photo’s you sent in.

If you would like to see more entrants in the competition
go to the gallery page of the web site
www.blockhousebayvets.co.nz
If your photo is not on the web site I do apologise but I
simply get too many to put them all up. I have however
enjoyed looking at them all very much and will be interested to see what you come up with next year.

Surf Life Saving at Piha
As many of you may know I have been involved with the Piha surf lifesaving club for a few years now. I am not one to seek out the spotlight but
from time to time you may see my face on Piha Rescue.
On Auckland Anniversary day Breeze and I headed out to Piha to do our
patrol not expecting to be in the centre of the action.
Part of being an active lifeguard, involves tests on ocean swimming, first
aid and rescue technique on a regular basis, to ensure we are maintaining
the high standards demanded of such a challenging environment.
I had just completed a massive ocean swim and done a simulated rescue,
when all of a sudden we spotted 5 people in trouble about 400m from
where we were discussing our test and well away from the patrolled
flagged area for swimming.
We ran into the water and swam as fast as we could over to a group of 5
young Indian men who were out of their depth and in real trouble and close to drowning.
It was a very close call for the young Indians, but together, we managed to rescue all of them in the
nick of time, with just one having to go to hospital for further care.
Look out for me in action on the next series of "Piha Rescue" !
Jacqueline

Should NZ be Cat Free?
As a cat owner and cat lover I have to say no, but you have all probably heard Gareth Morgan’s recent comments that certainly have created some controversy.
I would rest easy though cat lovers, as I can’t see major changes happening in NZ even if the Greens
got in power.
Although us cat lovers don’t like to admit it cats can be prolific hunters of birds. We live in the Waitakere ranges and love the bird life here and were concerned that getting a new cat would kill a lot of
these birds.
Luckily for us it has turned out that our new cat Radish is rather uncoordinated and a bit lazy and as
yet has not managed to catch anything bigger than a Weta.
The answer then is to breed lazy uncoordinated cats! Well probably not.
What can be done then? There is no 100% guaranteed solution unless you go with Gareth’s suggestion but I believe some things can help.
A bell will not stop all cats catching birds but in some cases it will. I also think making sure cats have
adequate food will help in some cases. Keeping cats in at night can help as most hunting is done at
night. Another benefit from keeping cats in at night is less cat fights and road traffic accidents.
I also think that a cat should be a pet, a member of the household rather than a feral wild animal. If
we could remove these feral populations and only have cats owned by responsible people who didn’t
let them continually breed then that would help.
I also want world peace and a car that runs on water and I sometimes think I will see these things before we ever see a time with no stray cats and only responsible owners.
What ever type of world we end up living in I personally couldn’t imagine one without cats.
Photo Comp entries
Left: Garfield &Tigger
taken by Jacqui Roache
Right: Mali taken by
Katarina Bakarich.

Ozzy gets Swollen Belly.
Ozzy is a ten year old male terrier who presented at the clinic with a
swollen abdomen. He was weak on his back legs and was drinking
lots of water.
On examination Ozzy’s liver felt enlarged. The list of possible diagnosis for these symptoms is quite long with cancer being high up
there.
There is one condition that could account for all of these symptoms
and that is Cushings. This is where part of the brain called the Pituitary gland produces too much of a hormone called ACTH which tells
the adrenal glands to produce too much steroids.
Ozzy had a test called an ACTH stimulation test. This involves taking
some blood, injecting Ozzy with ACTH then one hour later taking
more blood. The steroids (Cortisol) is measured in both and compared.
Ozzy came back positive for Cushings. He now receives regular medication to stop the production of
excessive steroids.
Ozzy has responded well to the medicine, drinking less water and getting stronger.
Ozzy will stay on the medicine for the rest of his life and have regular blood tests to make sure we are
giving the correct amount. With this treatment the long term prognosis for Ozzy should be good.
Cushings is the third most common reason dogs drink a lot after Diabetes and Kidney failure. If your
dog does drink a lot, getting him/her checked is a good idea. If at all possible bring a urine sample
with you. Cushings in cats is very rare. After twenty odd years in the job I have never seen a case in
a cat.

Bladder Full of Rocks
Lucy is a six year old female Jack Russell. Her owners noticed
that she kept squatting to pee a lot and the urine looked a
brownish pink colour.
Urine tests confirmed that blood was present in the urine as well
as signs of infection. Based on this information you would come
up with a diagnosis of a urinary tract infection and put Lucy on
Antibiotics.
An x-ray tells a very different story however showing three very
large bladder stones. It is often surprising but these stones
could not be palpated on examination.
Lucy was admitted for surgery to have the stones removed. Under a general anaesthetic Lucy’s abdomen was opened then very carefully her bladder was opened and the stones removed. It is very important that no small stones are left behind or allowed to fall into the abdomen. Equally important is
that the bladder wall must be sewn closed so it is water tight.
Lucy recovered very quickly from her surgery and is now peeing normally. Her owners say she is much
happier now. It would have taken some time for the stones to form but sadly our pets can’t always
tell us when they have a problem.
Lucy had her stones sent for analysis to see what type they were. She has now been put on a diet
that should prevent future stone formation.

Radish’s Column– Stuff Gareth Morgan I want a bird.
The thing I really really want is to catch a bird. When I am not having a cat
nap or demanding food from my servants I am trying to get my first bird.
Apparently cats do it all the time and if any one has any tips on how to catch
one I would appreciate it.
When ever I see one I run across the lawn and leap at it but they always
seem to fly away at the last second. It doesn’t help that I have this stupid
bell tied around my neck. How can I be a great hunter when I am jingling all
the way.
I did manage to get the thing off a few times but my blasted servants seem
to have an endless supply of annoying bells.
I have been told by my servants that I must not catch native birds. Seriously if I am chasing a bird I
am hardly likely to call out “excuse me but are you native?”
I did get a feather once and brought it in to show the family. They just laughed at me. You wait one
day I will get one of those giant Wood Pigeon things and drag it into their bed. Who will be laughing
then?
Keep on Purring
Radish.

New treatment for Feline Hyperthyroidism
No tablets required.
Hyperthyroidism is a common condition seen in older cats. The thyroid is a
gland under the neck that produces thyroid hormone which helps regulate
the metabolic rate of the cat.
The gland can become enlarged and produce too much hormone resulting
in a very fast metabolic rate.
Symptoms often include weight loss, despite an often ravenous appetite,
poor hair coat, drinking more, vomiting , diarrhoea as well as changes in
behaviour.
Not all cats will show all of these symptoms but any old cat losing weight
should be checked for a high thyroid hormone level.
There are several different treatments for hyperthyroidism but one of the
most popular is giving the cat tablets daily. This is very simple to do, you
call the cat then throw the tablet into the air. The cat catches the tablet and eats it up-Yeah Right as
the Tui bill board ads say.
Many of our clients struggle to get their cats to take tablets of any sort so having to give tablets every
day can be a real drag.
The good news is a new drug has been launched. This drug is a liquid that is applied to the hairless
skin just inside the ear of the cat. The drug is absorbed through the skin and enters the blood stream.
Most people find this much easier to do than give tablets.
If your cat is currently on Hyperthyroid tablets and you are finding it hard, then talk to one of the vets
about this new product. Likewise if your cat has any of the symptoms above make an appointment to
get it checked over.
Photo Comp entries
Left: Enzo taken by Fran Thompson
Right: Klaus taken by Kathlyn
Fletcher.

